
By Thomas

The Run From
The Hunter





This book is dedicated
to my friends and family

who make me happy
every day.



 Barry and Stewart were swinging
around the couch watching their

favourite show 'SpongeBob'. They had
a lot of screen time already, so they
were going to go outside for a play.



CRASH! BANG! The door fell
down aggressively, the

hunter had came, and
Stewart was terrified. 



 
Stewart hid behind the
couch, the hunter was

getting closer. 



  Barry grabbed Stewart and dodged and
weaved through the hunter’s legs to

escape.

Under thelegs



They ran and ran until they were eventually in
the jungle and warned all the other

orangutans.



The orangutans silently ran and jumped
through the trees in fear of being caught by

the hunter.

run!



Stewart was hiding in a tiny hole underground
and Barry was behind a hard stiff log. The

hunter heard nothing so he paused, listened
carefully, and heard nothing so he went back to

his house.



 Barry wanted to see what the hunter was up to.
They went to the creepy old house that belonged

to the hunter, and saw nets, ropes and much
more...



They were both so frightened but they
watched him until he fell fast asleep. 

Then they sneaked quietly in and took some
of the nets and ropes.



They quickly make a trap for the hunter.
Stewart got the net and barry found a hole

with a lot of crunchy leaves on the side. 
 

together they placed the net over the hole
and covered it with leaves. 



But then Stewart tripped and fell in so
he ruined it!

“STEWART!” yelled Barry in anger.
“Sorry,” replied Stewart.

SORRY!



 The hunter woke up and started running from
his old house and They were definitely not

ready. The hunter was coming quickly like a
cheetah!



 he was already in the
jungle. STOMP! STOMP! STOMP!

the orangutans heard the
footsteps loudly like an

elephant was coming.

 They were scared
and ran away in

fear.
The hunter found
the net and now

they were doomed
and didn't know

what to do.
 

“THOSE monkeys!”
Yelled the hunter.



TO THE
DESERT!

 they ran as fast as they
could like jaguars zooming

through the wind, until
they eventually arrived in

the desert.

He used the net to try to
catch them! 

“RUN!'' They screamed to all
the other orangutans. 



Stewart had never run that fast before, so he was
really hungry and thirsty. 

Barry isn't hungry because he had a big leaf burger
before he started running, but Stewart didn’t like leaf

burgers, so he hadn't eaten in 4 hours.

I'm HUNGRY



They kept on walking for another 8 kilometers,
they were both so bored and thirsty. Then

surprisingly there were droplets from the sky
and it started to rain. 
“YAY!” yelled Stewart. 



They walked for a bit more until they were
finally in the jungle. All the orangutans were
still very terrified. Barry decided to return

and collect another net from the hunter's
house.



The hunter had the
net on the bed

while he slept. so
they had to be very
quiet. very slowly
barry and stewart

crept into the
house

... CREaK! 



the door crashed
opened loudly. 

“Barry!” whispered
Stewart. 

"Sorry," Stewart
replied quietly. 

 
 

 They crept inside, 
got the net and ran.



 The hunter woke up and charged at
the orangutans.



"he's coming! I will distract him
and dodge the trap at the last

second," said stewart.
 "I hope this works," said barry.

"3... 2... 1... run!"
stewart ran and ran, then dodged

the trap at the last second.
 



The hunter tripped, slipped and fell into the
deep trap - and that was his punishment for

trying to get them!

The End
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'Run from the Hunter' shows readers that
orangutans are endangered and need our

help. Two orangutans try to make a trap for
a hunter that always wants to catch them,
they try hiding from him, running from him

but he won't stop. 
How will they escape capture?


